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Terry Pratchett's profoundly irreverent, bestselling novels have garnered him a revered position in

the halls of parody next to the likes of Mark Twain, Kurt Vonnegut, Douglas Adams, and Carl

Hiaasen. The Color of Magic is Terry Pratchett's maiden voyage through the now-legendary land of

Discworld. This is where it all begins -- with the tourist Twoflower and his wizard guide, Rincewind.
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Fantasy has never been one of my favorite genres, but I decided to give the magical world of

Discworld a try at the suggestion of several friends. I am very glad I did. This turned out to be a very

different kind of fantasy, in spite of its wizards, trolls, and dragons. Discworld is a flat planet resting

on the backs of four elephants riding on the back of a turtle that slowly makes its way across the

universe. As strange and steeped in magic as Discworld is, it seems suspiciously like our own

world. Its inhabitants have some very familiar vices and pastimes. Author Terry Pratchett is a

wonderful cross between Douglas Adams, Piers Anthony, and Mark Twain, and his Discworld

novels are full of great fun, inventiveness, and wicked satire."The Color of Magic" is the first story in

the series. This paperback edition comes with an appendix that makes a handy travel guide for

first-time tourists of Terry Pratchett's amazing fantasy land. It includes a brief musing on Discworld,



a synopsis of the main cast of characters in the series, a nonmap (after all, how can a sense of

humor be mapped?), a guide to Discworld on thirty dollars a day, and even a crossword puzzle to

quiz you on what you have learned on your maiden voyage.The bumbling wizard Rincewind, a

wizard college dropout and the quintessential coward, is appointed as guide and protector for the

four-eyed tourist Twoflower, who hails from a gold-rich city on the Counterweight Continent and who

has come to the bustling metropolis of Ankh-Morpork to see the sights. As the story opens,

Ankh-Morpork is in the process of burning to the ground, and Rincewind and Twoflower are fleeing

to safety. Accompanied by a frightening piece of many-legged luggage, the twosome experiences

one misadventure after another.

"The Colour of Magic" is the first, and obviously the oldest, of the now infamous "Discworld" series.

More than ten years since originally published, the book is still attracting new readers - me among

them - who have gone on to purchase each and every one of the series. High praise indeed? Read

on...The general plot of Pratchett's novel is a romp around a fantasy world. A place where the world

is flat, and people who tried to show it was round were proven wrong years ago. It's carried through

the cosmos on the back of four giant elephants, the magnitude of whom is so great that simply

trying to imagine it makes your head spin. Even more mind-boggling, these elephants stand atop

Great A'Tuin, the star turtle, who moves with extreme deliberance over tens of thousands of years,

and has thoughts so vast that time itself pales into insignificance.Our heroes? Well there's

Rincewind, the dropout wizard who failed Unseen University, the Wizard's universal school in all

dimensions including ours, and TwoFlower, the tourist with the living luggage (and what stroppy

luggage it is too). Happening upon each other in a pub, Rincewind finds the odd fellow strangely

endearing; mainly because he is paying for a pint of ale with three times the value of the pub in solid

gold. Their quest leads to run-ins with goblins, the local malitia, an entire array of very scary trees,

demons with a penchant for the number eight, the local barbarian (who is usually for hire) and a

crackpot set of scientists determined to travel to the edge of the world, and beyond...Pratchett's

writing style is both warm and intoxicating. He involves the reader from the very first page with such

wild fantasy that it simply must be true!
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